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Abstract
We describe an approach to automatically verify goals stated in substructural logics. In particular we are interested in
proving the functional correctness of pointer programs that involve iteration and recursion. Building upon separation
logic, our approach has been implemented as a tightly integrated tool chain – where a novel combination of proof
planning and invariant generation lies at its core. Starting from shape analysis, performed by the Smallfoot static
analyser, we have developed a proof strategy that combines shape and functional aspects of the verification task.
By focusing on both iterative and recursive code, we have had to address two related invariant generation tasks, i.e.
loop and frame invariants. We deal with both tasks uniformly using an automatic technique called term synthesis, in
combination with the IsaPlanner/Isabelle theorem prover. In addition, where verification fails, we attempt to overcome
failure by automatically generating missing preconditions. We present in detail our experimental results. Our approach
has been evaluated on a range of examples, drawn in part from a functional extension to the Smallfoot corpus. While
our focus is the functional correctness of pointer programs, our proof techniques are applicable to substructural logics
in general, but in particular linear logic [12] and the logic of bunched implications [27].
Keywords: Proof planning, functional correctness, invariant discovery, separation logic, substructural logic,
automated theorem proving.
1. Introduction
Pointers are a powerful and widely used programming mechanism. Developing and maintaining correct pointer
programs is notoriously hard. It is therefore highly desirable to be able to routinely reason about the correctness of
pointer programs. The stumbling block to achieving such a goal has been the lack of scalable methods of reasoning.
Separation logic [26, 28] holds the promise of providing the logical foundation for building scalable methods. Here
we present automated reasoning techniques which support the verification of functional properties of pointer programs
formalised in separation logic – both iterative and recursive. In order to highlight the verification challenges our work
addresses, consider the two following versions of in-place reversal of an acyclic singly linked list:
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{∃a. data lseg(a, i, null) ∧ a0 = a}
o = null;
while not(i = null) do
t = i->tl;
i->tl = o;
o = i;
i = t
od
{∃b. data lseg(b, o, null) ∧ a0 = rev(b)}
{∃a. data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ (o 7→ ) ∧ a0 = a}
list reverse(s; i, o) =
if not(i = null) then
k = i->tl;
i->tl = o;
list reverse(s; k, i)
else
s = o
{∃b. data lseg(b, s, o) ∗ (o 7→ ) ∧ a0 = rev(b)}
Note that the program variables i and o, within the iterative version on the left, point to the initial and reversed linked
lists respectively. In the recursive version on the right, i points to the initial list, and s points to the final list. Note
also that we use i->tl to de-reference the next pointer field of i, while i->hd de-references the data field.
At the specification level, we use the predicate data lseg(X, Y, Z) to denote an acyclic singly linked list, where X is
the content of a list, i.e. a sequence of data elements, while Y and Z delimit the actual linked list structure. Moreover,
we use rev to denote sequence reversal – we delay the formal definition of such notations until later (see §2).
Automating the verification of such programs is challenging. As well as guidance for proof search, auxiliary
assertions need to be automatically generated. In the case of the iterative code above, a loop invariant is required
which needs to specify two disjoint lists, i.e. the list pointed to by i, representing the segment that remains to be
reversed, and the list pointed to by j, representing the segment that has been reversed so far. In separation logic, such
an invariant can be represented as follows:
(∃a, b. data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ data lseg(b, o, null) ∧ a0 = app(rev(b), a)) (1)
where app denotes sequence concatenation. The disjointness property mentioned above is specified using the ∗
operator, which will be described in more detail in §2.
An analogous assertion generation challenge arises when reasoning about recursion, i.e. a frame invariant is
required which describes the parts of the heap that are not changed by a recursive call. In the case of list reverse
above, the frame invariant takes the form:
(o 7→ ) ∗ ∃ah, atl. a0 = [ah|atl] . . . (2)
Note that the 7→ operator denotes the points-to relation, i.e. o points to a part of heap, separated using the dis-
joint ∗ operator, from data lseg(a, i, null). The simple extra annotation (o 7→ ) ensures that the heap described by
data lseg(a, i, null) is not reachable by o, thus eliminating complicated reachability conditions as described in [28].
Our work directly addresses the challenges outlined above. Moreover we adopt a weakest precondition style
analysis which renders our proof techniques applicable to substructural logics in general, but in particular linear logic
[12] and the logic of bunched implications [27]. As described in §7, many existing systems use symbolic execution
(strongest postcondition analysis) and have proven to be very effective at verifying light weight properties of pointer
programs such as shape [2, 29, 10]. Our focus is on functional correctness where weakest precondition analysis gives
rise to simpler verification conditions as highlighted in [13]. Other existing systems allow for interactive proof of
functional goals, or automatic proofs of goals with restricted functional annotation [22, 30]. Our approach differs
from existing work in that it endeavours to automatically verify the functional correctness of pointer programs. While
existing systems can prove the correctness of programs presented in this paper, we argue that our methods provide
greater automation for fully functional cases. By following the proof planning paradigm we invent compound methods
which automate the proof of conjectures expressed in the logic of bunched implications, meaning that our techniques
extend beyond software verification and are applicable to other domains. Equally our proof methods are extensible to
other data structures; we show some evidence of this in §8.
The work reported here represents a detailed account of the proof strategy introduced in [17], together with our
assertion generation technique. Moreover, we also provide a more detailed account of our implementation which was
first reported in [18]. The contributions of this paper in relation to existing work are predominantly in the area of
proof techniques for automation. Specifically:
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• We present a proof technique by which it is possible automatically to prove some program properties that other
systems need to do interactively.
• We present a technique for extracting and synthesising a functional specification of a missing invariant.
• The proof techniques we have developed extend to other data structures and logics and are not specific to a
particular programming language or paradigm.
Other approaches, which use symbolic execution, are capable of proving correct similar programs as those presented
here, but we believe our approach extends beyond Software Verification into Automatic Theorem Proving in General.
The paper is structured as follows. Background on separation logic is provided in §2. In §3 we describe the proof
strategy which underpins our approach, while our invariant and precondition generation mechanism is described in §4.
The overall tool chain which implements our approach is described in §5, while our experimental results are presented
in §6. Related and future work are discussed in §7 and §8 and we conclude in §9.
2. Separation Logic and Pointer Program Proof
Separation logic was developed as an extension to Hoare logic with the aim of simplifying pointer program proofs.
A key feature of the logic is that it focuses the reasoning effort on only those parts of the heap that are relevant to a
program – so called local reasoning. Here we give a brief introduction to separation logic, for a full account see [28].
Separation logic extends predicate calculus with new forms of assertions for describing the heap:
• Empty heap: the assertion emp holds for a heap that contains no cells.
• Singleton heap: the assertion X 7→ E holds for a heap that contains a single cell, i.e. X denotes the address of a
cell with contents E.
• Separating conjunction: the assertion P ∗ Q holds for a heap if the heap can be divided into two disjoint heaps
H1 and H2, where P holds for H1 and Q holds for H2 simultaneously.
• Separating implication: the assertion P−∗Q holds for a heap H1, if whenever H1 is extended with a disjoint
heap H2, for which P holds, then Q holds for the extended heap.
Typically one wants to assert that a pointer variable, say X, points to E within a larger group of heap cells. This can
be represented by (X ↪→ E), which is an abbreviation for (true ∗ (X 7→ E)) and asserting that the heap can be divided
into two parts: a singleton heap, for which (X 7→ E) holds; and the rest of the current heap, for which true holds. Note
that true holds for any heap. In what follows we will focus on pointers that reference a pair of adjacent heap cells. So
we will use (X 7→ E1, E2) as an abbreviation for (X 7→ E1) ∗ (X + 1 7→ E2). This pair notation can be generalised to
any product type, and to records which can be seen as labelled product types. In particular, we will sometimes use
(X
data7→ E1) ∗ (X next7→ E2) for (X 7→ E1) ∗ (X + 1 7→ E2) for linked lists. Central to the logic is the frame rule:
{P}C{Q}
{R ∗ P}C{R ∗ Q}
Note that the frame rule imposes a side condition, i.e. no variable occurring free in R is modified by C – where R
denotes the frame invariant mentioned earlier. It is the frame rule that supports local reasoning. Within the context of
goal directed proof, it allows us to focus on the correctness of C within a tight specification, expressed by assertions
P and Q. An important role for the frame rule is in reasoning about recursively defined procedures.
We will also make significant use of the following rule which expresses the relationship between separating con-
junction and separating implication:
P ∗ Q ` R
Q ` P−∗R (3)
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{data lseg([1, 2], i, null)}
j = i->tl;
i->tl = null;
{data lseg([1], i, null) ∗ data lseg([2], j, null)}
The code specified above (right) splits a singly linked list of length two into a pair of disjoint singleton
lists. The specification is represented using pre- and postconditions. The pre-heap, intermediate heap
(between the two commands), and post-heap are show pictorially above (left).
Figure 1: Specification and code for split-pair
Returning to the examples introduced in §1, we now formally define the data lseg predicate:
data lseg([],Y,Z) ↔ emp ∧ Y = Z (4)
data lseg([W |X],Y,Z) ↔ (∃p. (Y 7→ W, p) ∗ data lseg(X, p,Z)) (5)
Note that the first argument denotes a sequence, where sequences are represented using the Prolog list notation. The
second and third arguments delimit the corresponding linked-list structure. This definition excludes cycles, and can
been seen pictorially as follows for the predicate data lseg(a, i, o):
where i and o delimit the singly linked-list representing a, i.e. the sequence [a1, a2, . . . , an].
To illustrate the nature of program proof in separation logic, consider the following simple specification:
{data lseg([1, 2], i, null)}
j = i->tl;
i->tl = null;
{data lseg([1], i, null) ∗ data lseg([2], j, null)}
The precondition states that when applied to a singly linked-list of length two, with content [1, 2], then the code
fragment splits the list into a pair of disjoint singleton lists, with contents 1 and 2 respectively. The specification is
also shown pictorially in Figure 1.
While the code fragment is trivial, it provides enough structure in order to demonstrate program verification within
the context of separation logic. Using weakest precondition (WP) analysis, intermediate assertions can be calculated
for the code given above as follows:
{data lseg([1, 2], i, null)}
{(i 7→ F1,F2) ∗ ((i 7→ F1, null)−∗ (data lseg([1], i, null) ∗ data lseg([2],F4, null))) ∧ (i ↪→ F3,F4)}
j = i->tl;
{(i 7→ F1,F2) ∗ ((i 7→ F2, null)−∗ (data lseg([1], i, null) ∗ data lseg([2], j, null)))}
i->tl = null;
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Figure 2: Overall proof strategy.
{data lseg([1], i, null) ∗ data lseg([2], j, null)}
Note that F1, F2, F3 and F4 denote meta-variables. Verification corresponds to proving that the precondition
implies the calculated WP, i.e.
data lseg([1, 2], i, null) `
(i 7→ F1,F2) ∗ ((i 7→ F1, null)−∗ (data lseg([1], i, null) ∗ data lseg([2],F4, null))) ∧ (i ↪→ F3,F4) (6)
How we automatically prove such verification conditions (VCs) is described below in §3.
3. Proof Strategy
Our overall strategy for reasoning about separation logic VCs involves two interacting parts, as shown in Figure 2.
The mutation strategy is responsible for eliminating −∗ operators from a VC, in preparation for the heap equivalence
strategy, i.e. checking that the shape of the heaps specified on either side of the turnstile match. Note that the strategy
is iterative, requiring the decomposition of heap structures followed by further applications of mutation. A key feature
of the strategy is that functional constraints are generated as a side-effect of mutation and heap equivalence, giving
rise to purely functional VCs. As hinted in §1, we use IsaPlanner/Isabelle to discharge the functional VCs. Below we
describe in detail both parts and illustrate their application.
3.1. Mutation
Proving VCs such as (6), gives rise to the following patterns of reasoning:
` (. . .R−∗Q . . .)
...
` (. . .R−∗ (S ∗ Q′) . . .)
` . . .Q′ . . .
. . . P . . . ` S ∗ Q
...
. . .R ∗ P′ . . . ` S ∗ Q
. . . P′ . . . ` (R−∗ (S ∗ Q))
. . . P′ . . . ` Q
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Note that both patterns contain a common core – the selection, attraction and cancellation of heaplets R and S .
Crucially R and S are unifiable, and occur on either side of the −∗ operator. The pivotal cancellation step corresponds
to an application of the following rewrite rule1
(X −∗ (X ∗ Y))⇒ Y (7)
Note that this pattern arises when reasoning about programs that mutate the heap, i.e. programs that allocate or update
heaplets. We have represented this pattern of reasoning as a proof strategy which we call mutation. As indicated
above, the pattern may involve just the goal, but also a given hypothesis. For the purposes of explaining the mutation
strategy, we will use meta-level annotations. Specifically, we will refer to a heaplet X that occurs on the left-hand side
of a −∗ as an anti-heaplet, and annotate it as X −, alternatively if X occurs on the right-hand side of a −∗ it will be
annotated as X
+
. Using these meta-level annotations, the general pattern of mutation is illustrated in Figure 3.
As will be illustrated later, for a given verification, multiple applications of the mutation strategy will be required
in order to complete a proof. But first we will describe in more detail mutation in terms of its lower level parts, i.e.
heaplet analysis, attraction and cancellation.
` (. . . R − −∗Q . . .)
...
` (. . . R − −∗ ( S + ∗ Q′) . . .)
` . . .Q′ . . .
goal mutation
. . . P . . . ` S + ∗ Q
...
. . . R
− ∗ P′ . . . ` S + ∗ Q
. . . P′ . . . ` ( R − −∗ ( S + ∗ Q))
. . . P′ . . . ` Q
hypothesis mutation
Figure 3: General pattern of mutation
3.1.1. Heaplet Analysis:
The process of identifying a heaplet R that cancels an anti-heaplet S may involve choice. In the presentation that
follows we give example heaplets and anti-heaplets as pointer cells, but in general a heaplet and anti-heaplet can be
any structure existing within the heap. Below we list the heuristics that we use in identifying such heaplets2:
1. Explicit case: there exists a heaplet and anti-heaplet which unify, i.e.
(. . . ∗ (x 7→ y, z) − ∗ . . .)−∗ (. . . ∗ (x′ 7→ y′, z′) + ∗ . . .)
where x, y, z and x′, y′, z′ unify respectively.
2. Implicit case: there exists a heaplet but no explicit anti-heaplet which unifies, or vice versus:
(a) Where an explicit anti-heaplet (x 7→ , y) − exists, a complementary heaplet introduced by either unfold-
ing the “head” of a data lseg predicate, i.e.
. . . −∗ (. . . ∗ data lseg( , x +, ) ∗ . . .)
. . . −∗ (. . . ∗ ( (x 7→ ,T ) + ∗ data lseg( ,T, )) ∗ . . .)
1We use⇒ to denote the rewrite relation and→ to denote logical implication.
2In order to simplify our description we exploit the fact that P ` Q and ` P−∗Q are equivalent (see rule (3)).
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or the “tail” of a data lseg predicate:
. . . −∗ (. . . ∗ data lseg( , , y +) ∗ . . .)
. . . −∗ (. . . ∗ (data lseg( , ,T ) ∗ (T 7→ , y) +) ∗ . . .)
(b) Where an explicit heaplet (x 7→ , y) + exists, a complementary anti-heaplet is introduced by either un-
folding the “head” of a data lseg predicate, i.e.
(. . . (. . . ∗ data lseg( , x −, ) . . .)−∗ . . .)
(. . . (. . . ∗ ( (x 7→ ,T ) − ∗ data lseg( ,T, )) ∗ . . .)−∗ . . .)
or the “tail” of a data lseg predicate, i.e.
((. . . ∗ data lseg( , , y −) ∗ . . .)−∗ . . .)
((. . . ∗ (data lseg( , ,T ) ∗ (T 7→ , y) −) ∗ . . .)−∗ . . .)
(c) In general, the required (anti-)heaplet may be embedded within a data lseg. In the case of a heaplet, this
involves unfolding in the presence of a meta-variable (Fi), while in the case of an anti-heaplet unfolding
will be in the presence of a skolem constant, i.e. X j. At the level of annotations, we use a dotted box to
indicate the potential for decomposing (anti-)heaplets, e.g. Xi − and F j +.
It should be noted that decomposition refers to a general decomposition of a linked list segment, which generalises
unfolding via the rules of the data structure. By definition, separation logic ensures that if an exact head pointer match
is found then no other potential match is possible, i.e. a pointer cannot reference two distinct parts of the heap at the
same time. However, this is not the case for tail decomposition, or decomposition from within a list segment, since
the tail pointer of more than one list segment can point to the same heap location.
3.1.2. Heaplet Attraction and Cancellation:
Once heaplet analysis is complete, rewriting is used to attract the selected heaplet and anti-heaplet so as to enable
a cancellation step:
((. . .) ∗ (x 7→ y, z) − ∗ (. . .)) −∗ ((. . .) ∗ (x′ 7→ y′, z′) + ∗ (. . .))
...
...
((. . .) ∗ (. . .) ∗ ( (x 7→ y, z) − −∗ ( (x′ 7→ y′, z′) + ∗ ((. . .) ∗ (. . .)))
by (7)
((. . .) ∗ (. . .)) ∗ ((. . .) ∗ (. . .))
The rewriting that proceeds the cancellation step involves the application of rewrite rules which are derived from basic
properties of separation logic, e.g.
X ∗ Y ⇒ Y ∗ X (8)
pure(Z)→ (X ∧ Z) ∗ Y ⇒ X ∗ (Z ∧ Y) (9)
(X ∗ Y) ∗ Z ⇒ X ∗ (Y ∗ Z) (10)
where pure is a predicate which denotes that its argument has no shape content. The full list of such rules is too large
to include in this presentation.
Mutation selects rewrite rules which reduce the term tree distance between a heaplet and its anti-heaplet. There is
no search in this process. To illustrate this consider the term tree manipulation shown in Figure 4. The term S
+
is
moved within the term a ∗ (b ∗ ( S + ∧ c)) and transformed into the term S + ∗ ((c∧ b) ∗ a), in order that rule (7) can
apply.
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To illustrate an informal argument for termination of mutation, assume the position of a term within a term tree is
given by a list of branch indices, starting at 1. Application of commutativity rules such as (8) reduces the number of
occurrences of the index 2 within the position tree. Application of associativity rules such as (9) reduces the length
of the position tree. The process terminates when the position tree [1] is reached, indicating that the desired term is at
the top of the tree.
a ∗ (b ∗ ( S + ∧ c)) a ∗ (( S + ∧ c) ∗ b) (( S + ∧ c) ∗ b) ∗ a ( S + ∗ (c ∧ b)) ∗ a S + ∗ ((c ∧ b) ∗ a)
Figure 4: Moving the desired term to the top of the tree (position of term on top and formula at bottom of each tree)
Now we return to the split-pair example, and an annotated version of (6):
data lseg([1, 2], i
−
, null) `
(i 7→ F1,F2)
+ ∗ ( (i 7→ F1, null)
− −∗ (data lseg([1], i +, null) ∗ data lseg([2], F4 +, null))) ∧ (i ↪→ F3,F4)
+
(11)
The anti-heaplet on the left-hand side of the −∗ triggers the selection of a complementary heaplet on the right-hand
side of the −∗ . Selection requires unfolding, and as described above, the concrete case, i.e. the list pointed to by i +,
is preferred over the variables case, i.e. the list pointed to by F4 +. Unfolding using (5), (11) becomes:
data lseg([1, 2], i
−
, null) `
(i 7→ F1,F2)
+ ∗ ( (i 7→ F1, null)
− −∗
(( (i 7→ 1,F5)
+ ∗ data lseg([], F5 +, null)) ∗ data lseg([2], F4 +, null)) ∧ (i ↪→ F3,F4)
+
(12)
Using (10), the heaplet (i 7→ 1,F5)
+
is attracted towards the anti-heaplet to give:
data lseg([1, 2], i
−
, null) `
(i 7→ F1,F2)
+ ∗ ( (i 7→ F1, null)
− −∗
( (i 7→ 1,F5)
+ ∗ (data lseg([], F5 +, null) ∗ data lseg([2], F4 +, null))) ∧ (i ↪→ F3,F4)
+
(13)
Cancellation is now possible via an application of (7), reducing the goal to:
data lseg([1, 2], i
−
, null) `
(i 7→ 1,F2)
+ ∗ (data lseg([], null, null) ∗ data lseg([2], F4 +, null)) ∧ (i ↪→ F3,F4)
+
(14)
Simplification using (4) finishes the first application of the mutation strategy, reducing (14) to:
data lseg([1, 2], i
−
, null) ` (i 7→ 1,F2)
+ ∗ data lseg([2], F4 +, null) ∧ (i ↪→ F3,F4)
+
(15)
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Further progress requires a second application of the mutation strategy. This time selection of an anti-heaplet is
required in order to cancel (i 7→ 1,F2)
+
within (15). Using (5), the data lseg predicate within (15) is unfolded to
give:
(i 7→ 1,X1) − ∗ data lseg([2], X1
−
, null) ` (i 7→ 1,F2)
+ ∗ data lseg([2], F4 +, null) ∧ (i ↪→ F3,F4)
+
Note that X1 denotes a skolem constant. Focusing firstly on the left-hand conjunct in the goal, we use attraction to
move the anti-heaplet from the hypothesis into the goal. This is achieved using (3), giving:
data lseg([2], X1 −, null) ` (i 7→ 1,X1) − −∗ ( (i 7→ 1,F2)
+ ∗ data lseg([2], F4 +, null)) (16)
Again using (7), cancellation is possible and we are left with
data lseg([2], X1 −, null) ` data lseg([2], F4 +, null) (17)
which by instantiation of F4 to be X1 simplifies to true. Returning to the right-hand conjunct of (16), we are left to
prove:
(i 7→ 1,X1) − ∗ data lseg([2], X1
−
, null) ` (i ↪→ F3,X1)
+
(18)
Recalling that ↪→ is an abbreviation, (18) simplifies to give:
(i 7→ 1,X1) − ∗ data lseg([2], X1
−
, null) ` (i 7→ F3,X1)
+ ∗ true
which by further attraction, i.e.
data lseg([2], X1 −, null) ` (i 7→ 1,X1) − −∗ ( (i 7→ F3,X1)
+ ∗ true)
and cancellation instantiates F3 to be 1, leaving the residue:
data lseg([2], X1 −, null) ` true
which is trivial, given that true holds for any heap. In the presentation of this simple example, we have unfolded
functional structure within each step for ease of presentation, but in general a functional residue is generated which
needs to be proved, as is discussed below.
3.1.3. Verification of Loop-Based Code
Now we return to the iterative version of list reversal given in §1, and specifically we show that the mutation
strategy introduced above automates loop invariant proofs. Using invariant (1), the verification of the loop body
becomes:
{(∃a, b. data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ data lseg(b, o, nil) ∧ a0 = app(rev(b), a)) ∧ ¬(i = null)}
t = i->tl;
i->tl = o;
o = i;
i = t
{(∃a, b. data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ data lseg(b, o, nil) ∧ a0 = app(rev(b), a))}
and gives rise to the following annotated VC:
data lseg(Xa, i −, null) ∗ data lseg(Xb, o −, null) ∧ a0 = app(rev(Xb),Xa)) ∧ ¬(i = null) `
(i 7→ F1,F2)
+ ∗ ( (i 7→ F1, o)
− −∗
data lseg(Fa, F4
+
, null) ∗ data lseg(Fb, i +, null) ∧ (i ↪→ F3,F4)
+ ∧ a0 = app(rev(Fb),Fa) (19)
Note that the existential variable a within the hypotheses is replaced by the skolem constant Xa and in the goal it is
replaced by the meta-variable Fa. We now give formal definitions of rev and app:
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rev([]) = []
rev([X|Y]) = app(rev(Y), [X])
app([],Z) = Z
app([X|Y],Z) = [X | app(Y,Z)]
Proving (19) requires three applications of the mutation strategy. Here we only sketch the high-level pattern. The first
application focuses on the goal:
. . . ` . . . ∗ ( (i 7→ F1, o)
− −∗ . . . ∗ data lseg(Fb, i +, null)) ∧ . . .
. . . ` . . . ∗ ( (i 7→ F1, o)
− −∗ . . . ∗ ( (i 7→ Fbhd ,F6)
+ ∗ data lseg(Fbtl ,F6, null))) ∧ . . .
. . . ` . . . ∗ ( (i 7→ F1, o)
− −∗ ( (i 7→ Fbhd ,F6)
+ ∗ (. . . ∗ data lseg(Fbtl ,F6, null)))) ∧ . . .
. . . ` . . . ∗ (. . . ∗ data lseg(Fbtl ,F6, null)) ∧ . . .
With all the −∗ operators eliminated, the heap equivalence part of the strategy becomes applicable. Typically heap
equivalence requires a generalised notion of decomposition, but in the case of list reversal, heap equivalence results
in a simple decomposition of list segment data lseg(Xa, i −, null) within a hypothesis, as shown below:
data lseg(Xa, i −, null) ∗ . . . ` ( (i 7→ F1,F2)
+ ∗ . . .)
( (i 7→ Xahd ,X1)
− ∗ data lseg(Xatl ,X1, null)) ∗ . . . ` ( (i 7→ F1,F2)
+ ∗ . . .)
Note that this decomposition step corresponds to unfolding the definition of data lseg and is motivated by the oc-
currence of (i 7→ F1,F2)
+
within the conclusion. The full generality of the decomposition step will be explained in
§3.2.
A second application of mutation is now required. Focusing on the left conjunct within the goal, we obtain the
following high-level pattern:
( (i 7→ Xahd ,X1)
− ∗ data lseg(Xatl ,X1, null)) ∗ . . . ` ( (i 7→ F1,F2)
+ ∗ . . .)
data lseg(Xatl ,X1, null) ∗ . . . ` ( (i 7→ Xahd ,X1)
− −∗ ( (i 7→ F1,F2)
+ ∗ . . .))
data lseg(Xatl ,X1, null) ∗ . . . ` (. . .)
where F1 and F2 are instantiated to be Xahd and X1 respectively. Turning to the right conjunct we require a third
application of mutation:
(i 7→ Xahd ,X1)
− ∗ . . . ` (i ↪→ F3,F4)
+ ∧ . . .
(i 7→ Xahd ,X1)
− ∗ . . . ` ( (i 7→ F3,F4)
+ ∗ true) ∧ . . .
. . . ` (i 7→ Xahd ,X1)
− −∗ (( (i 7→ F3,F4)
+ ∗ true) ∧ . . .)
. . . ` (i 7→ Xahd ,X1)
− −∗ ( (i 7→ F3,F4)
+ ∗ (true ∧ . . .))
. . . ` true ∧ . . .
where F3 and F4 are instantiated to be Xahd and X1 respectively. We are left to verify the functional residue:
. . . ∧ a0 = app(rev(Xb), [Xahd |Xatl ]) ` . . . ∧ a0 = app(rev([Xahd |Xb]),Xatl )
where Fa, Fbhd and Fbtl are instantiated to be Xatl , Xahd and Xb respectively. As will be explained later, we rely upon
IsaPlanner to automate proof search for the functional residue.
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Figure 5: The shape match (left) and decomposition (right) strategies within heap equivalence.
3.2. Heap Equivalence
We now describe in detail the heap equivalence part of the proof strategy. As shown in Figure 2, heap equivalence
involves three processes, i.e. VC selection, shape match and decomposition. VC selection selects one of the open VCs,
and depends on the search strategy. The details of the shape match and decomposition algorithms are are summarised
in Figure 5. In order to fully describe heap equivalence we now consider iterative list append, an example which
requires a decomposition other than a simple unfolding step:
list append(x;y) {data list(a, x) ∗ data list(b, y)}
local n,t;
if (x == NULL) then
x = y
else
t = x;
n = t->tl;
while (n != NULL) do
{∃α, β, h.data lseg(α, x, t) ∗ (t 7→ h, n) ∗ data list(β, n) ∗ data list(b, y) ∧ n , x ∧ app(α, [h|β]) = a}
t = n;
n = t->tl
od
t->tl = y
{(∃c. data list(c, x) ∧ c = app(a, b))}
In order to illustrate heap equivalence as given in Figures 2 and 5, we will focus on the associated loop invariant VC,
once mutation has eliminated all −∗ operators. Moreover, we use annotations to focus the readers attention at each
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stage on the relevant parts of the VC:
data lseg(X1, x −, t −) ∗ data lseg(X2, n −, null) ∗
data lseg(Xb, y −, null) ∗ (t 7→ X3, n) − ∧ (x , n ∧ n , null ∧ a0 = app(X1, [X3|X2])) `
data lseg(F3, F1
+
, null) ∗ data lseg(F2, x +, n +) ∗
data lseg(Xb, y +, null) ∗ (n 7→ F4,F1)
+ ∧ a0 = app(F2, [F4|F3]) (20)
Proving (20) involves 3 iterations of heap equivalence, which works as follows:
Iteration 1: To achieve a shape match, the VCs must contain (i) the same number of heaplets and anti-heaplets, and
(ii) for each heaplet there must exist a matching anti-heaplet. In (20), we have the same number of heaplets and
anti-heaplets, i.e. (t 7→ X3, n) − and (n 7→ F4,X1)
+
, but they fail to match because they have different head
pointers.
As shown in Figure 2, the failure of shape match gives rise to an application of decomposition. The selection
of the decomposition step is determined by considering all potential head pointer matches. In the case of (20),
both the hypotheses and conclusion contain 4 head pointers, i.e. for the hypotheses there is t (heaplet), x, y, n
(data lseg), and for the conclusion there is n (heaplet), y, F1, x (data lseg). Here only n provides a complimen-
tary head decomposition, i.e (n 7→ F4,F1)
+
within the conclusion will match with data lseg(X2, n −, null) in
the hypothesis if a head decomposition step is performed:
data lseg(X1, x −, t −) ∗ (n 7→ X4,X5) − ∗ data lseg(X6,X5, null) ∗
data lseg(Xb, y −, null) ∗ (t 7→ X3, n) − ∧ (x , n ∧ n , null ∧ a0 = app(X1, [X3,X4|X6]) `
data lseg(F3, X5
+
, null) ∗ data lseg(F2, x +, n +) ∗
data lseg(Xb, y +, null) ∗ (n 7→ X4,X5) + ∧ a0 = app(F2, [X4|F3]) (21)
Note that as a side-effect of the decomposition,X2 has been replaced by [X4|X6], and substitutions {X5/F1,X4/F4}
have been applied.
Iteration 2: There is a mismatch between the number of heaplets and anti-heaplets within (21), so shape match fails
again. Applying the potential match analysis identifies 5 head pointers in the hypotheses, i.e. t, n (heaplet), x,
y, X5 (data lseg), and the same 4 head pointers in the goal, i.e. n (heaplet), y, F1, x (data lseg). Here none of
potential head pointer matches suggests a decomposition. However, focusing on the unmatched terms, i.e.
· · · data lseg(X1, x −, t −) ∗ · · · ∗ (t 7→ X3, n) − · · · ` · · · data lseg(F2, x +, n +) · · ·
suggests a tail decomposition, i.e.
· · · data lseg(X1, x −, t −) ∗ · · · ∗ (t 7→ X3, n) − · · · ` · · · data lseg(F6, x +, t +) ∗ (t 7→ F5, n)
+ · · ·
where F2 = app(F6, [F5]). Applying this decomposition step to (21) yields:
data lseg(X1, x, t) ∗ (n 7→ X4,X5) ∗ data lseg(X6,X5, null) ∗
data lseg(Xb, y, null) ∗ (t 7→ X3, n) ∧ (x , n ∧ n , null ∧ a0 = app(X1, [X3,X4|X6]) `
data lseg(X6,X5, null) ∗ data lseg(F6, x,F7) ∗ (F7 7→ F5, n) ∗
data lseg(Xb, y, null) ∗ (n 7→ X4,X5) ∧ a0 = app(F2, [X4|X6]) ∧ F2 = app(F6, [F5]) (22)
Iteration 3: In (22), we have i) the same number of heaplets and anti-heaplets, and ii) the structures match, i.e.
{X3/F5,X1/F6 t/F7}.
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3.3. Functional Extraction via Mutation
In the above example of heap equivalence, we need to prove the VC:
data lseg(X1, x, t) ∗ (n 7→ X4,X5) ∗ data lseg(X6,X5, null) ∗
data lseg(Xb, y, null) ∗ (t 7→ X3, n) ∧ (x , n ∧ n , null ∧ a0 = app(X1, [X3|X4|X6]) `
data lseg(X6,X5, null) ∗ data lseg(X1, x, t) ∗ (t 7→ X3, n) ∗
data lseg(Xb, y, null) ∗ (n 7→ X4,X5) ∧ a0 = app(X1, [X3|[]]), [X4|X6])
In order to extract a pure functional residue, we re-employ the mutation strategy of attraction and cancellation de-
scribed in section §3.1.2 repeatedly for each of the shape elements. Since the heap equivalence algorithm has suc-
ceeded and generated a fully instantiated goal, no search is required. The functional residue in this case takes the
form:
a0 = app(X1, [X3,X4|X6]) ` a0 = app(app(X1, [X3]), [X4|X6])
This is simplified to give:
app(X1, [X3,X4|X6]) = app(app(X1, [X3]), [X4|X6])
To complete the proof requires mathematical induction, which is to be expected when reasoning about inductively
defined data types. As mentioned earlier, we use IsaPlanner/Isabelle to automate the proof of such inductive lemmas.
3.4. Verification of Recursive Code
When verifying recursive code, we exploit the frame rule as described in §2. Specifically our recursive procedure
gives rise to a VC of the form:
P ` P′ ∗ (Q′ −∗Q′′)
Note that P denotes the original precondition, while P′ is calculated via WP analysis applied to the precondition at
the recursive call. Q′ is the post-condition of the recursive call, and Q′′ is calculated via WP analysis applied to the
original post-condition. As noted in §1, the verification of a recursive procedure requires the introduction of a frame
invariant R:
P ` P′ ∗ (Q′ −∗Q′ ∗ R) (23)
Note that R describes the parts of the heap which are not modified by the recursive call. We apply rule (7) to eliminate
the Q′ and and leaving a proof residue of the form:
P ` P′ ∗ R
Within the context of functional correctness, discovering R is in general undecidable.
In our work we perform a frame analysis which utilises Smallfoot [2] to provide the shape part of the frame
invariant for recursive functions. Frame analysis takes the information given by Smallfoot and uses the heaplet analysis
as already outlined. We give an example of such an analysis in the next section, where we also address the challenges
of invariant generation, both of frame and loop invariants.
4. Invariant Synthesis Strategy
In this section we describe a strategy for automatically synthesising functional assertions which has five steps, as
outlined below:
Insertion of Schematic Invariants: We initially introduce higher-order variables into the specifications, which rep-
resents unknown functional assertions for loop invariants. This is done explicitly for loop invariants, and im-
plicitly for frame invariants in recursive code, as will be described in §4.1.
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Functional Constraints: The proof strategy described in §3 generates pure formulae, which we treat as constraints
on the inserted higher-order variables.
Term Synthesis: We use this technique to generate terms of the right type, with which to instantiate higher-order vari-
ables in the generated functional constraints. This is a process which generates terms incrementally, bounded
by term size. This means the process is guaranteed to terminate, although it is not complete.
Testing Validity: Each term synthesised by term synthesis, is then tested using a counter-example checker using the
generated functional constraints. Any terms that produce counter-examples are filtered out.
Proof of Correctness: If no counter-example is found for a particular instantiation of the schematic invariant, the
ground functional constraints are sent as proof obligations to a theorem prover to test their validity.
In the remaining part of this section we will illustrate this process with our running list reversal example, and describe
another mechanism in the system which can synthesise missing assertions. Note that we utilise the Smallfoot family
of tools as a basis for generating schematic frame invariants.
4.1. Insertion of Schematic Invariants
To illustrate, we provide a refined version of the list reversal specification given in §1:
{(∃a. data lseg(a, i, null) ∧ a0 = a)}
o = null;
while not(i = null) do
{(∃a, b. data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ data lseg(b, o, null) ∧ G(a0, b, a) ∧ ¬(i = null)}
t = i->tl; i->tl = o; o = i; i = t
od
{(∃b. data lseg(b, o, null) ∧ a0 = rev(b))}
Note that a schematic loop invariant has been introduced, where G denotes a meta-predicate, a place-holder for the
functional part of the invariant. A similar schematic frame invariant is generated for the recursive version:
{(∃a, oh, ot. data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ (o 7→ oh, ot) ∧ a0 = a)}
list reverse(s; i, o) =
if not(i = null) then
k = i->tl; i->tl = o;
{(∃a′0, ah, atl, it. ((o 7→ oh, ot) ∧H(a0, ah, a′0)) ∗ data lseg(atl, k, null) ∗ (i 7→ ah, it) ∧ a′0 = atl))}
list reverse(s; k, i)
{(∃a′0, a′h, btl, i′t . ((o 7→ oh, ot) ∧H(a0, a′h, a′0)) ∗ data lseg(btl, s, i) ∗ (i 7→ a′h, i′t) ∧ a′0 = rev(btl))}
else
s = o
{(∃b, o′h, o′t . data lseg(b, s, o) ∗ (o 7→ o′h, o′t) ∧ a0 = rev(b))}
whereH is used as the place-holder for the functional part of the invariant.
In the case of iterative code, the following VCs are generated:
(∃a. data lseg(a, i, null) ∧ a0 = a) ` (∃a, b. data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ data lseg(b, null, null) ∧ G(a0, b, a)) (24)
(∃a, b. data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ data lseg(b, o, null) ∧ G(a0, b, a)) ∧ ¬(i = null) `
(∃ f1, f2, f3, f4, a, b. (i 7→ f1, f2) ∗
((i 7→ f1, o)−∗ data lseg(a, f4, null) ∗ data lseg(b, i, null) ∧ (i ↪→ f3, f4) ∧ G(a0, b, a))) (25)
(∃a, b. data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ data lseg(b, o, null) ∧ G(a0, b, a)) ∧ i = null `
(∃b. data lseg(b, o, null) ∧ a0 = rev(b)) (26)
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Note that (24) corresponds to the pre-loop VC, (25) corresponds to the loop VC and (26) corresponds to the post-loop
VC.
In the case of the recursive code, Smallfoot derives the shape part of the frame invariant. Using this we first
perform a pre-processing frame analysis step. For the recursive list reverse, Smallfoot returns (o 7→ , ot). Using
this together with the heap equivalence strategy described in §3.2, frame analysis suggests expanding the list segment
in the post condition data lseg(b, i, o) by isolating the tail element. In this recursive example the following VCs are
generated:
a0 = [ah|atl] ` (∃ah, atl.H(a0, ah, atl)) (27)
(∃ah, atl.H(a0, ah, a′0) ∧ a′0 = atl) ` (∃a′h, btl.H(a0, a′h, a′0) ∧ rev(btl) = a′0) (28)
(∃atl.H(a0, ah, atl)) ∧ (atl = rev(btl)) ` (∃b. a0 = rev(b) ∧ b = app(btl, [ah])) (29)
(27) corresponds to the pre-recursive call VC, (28) corresponds to the recursive call VC and (29) corresponds to the
post-recursive call VC. We want to be able automatically discover an instantiation for H such that all three VCs are
true. In this case, the correct instantiation forH is
H ≡ λao, ah, at. (a0 = [ah|at])
which gives a final frame invariant:
R ≡ (∃oh, ot, ah, at. (o 7→ oh, ot) ∧ a0 = [ah|at])
In our work we use Smallfoot to calculate frame invariants, which helps to direct our generation of the functional
parts of frame invariants. We do not exploit Smallfoot to provide the shape parts of loop invariants, instead entering
the shape parts by hand. There are systems which are capable of discovering the shape parts of loop invariants, as
discussed in §7, but we have not yet integrated them into our tool chain.
4.2. Functional Constraints
The mutation and heap equivalence strategies described in §3 allow functional extraction to take place in the
presence of schematic variables. In the case of list reversal, we calculate the following higher-order conjectures
through functional extraction:
` G(Xa,Xa, null) (30)
G(Xa, [X3|X2],X1) ` G(Xa,X2, [X3|X1]) (31)
G(Xa, [],X1) ` X1 = rev(Xa) (32)
We treat these conjectures as constraints on the schematic variable G. Ultimately, by the end of this process, we want
to generate the following instantiation:
G ≡ λx, y, z. (x = app(rev(z), y))
4.3. Term Synthesis
In order to find a correct instantiation for an inserted schematic variable, we use a generate-and-test technique,
where we generate candidate terms, filter out obvious false conjecture via a counter-example checker, and attempt to
prove the remaining conjectures.
4.3.1. Partial Predicate Instantiation
We must first determine predicate symbols for G through which we can test the validity of generated terms. We do
this by incrementally instantiating G, first choosing where to insert equalities. The heuristic we use is to find locations
where variables are shared. For example in the case of the constraint shown by (31), the variable Xa is shared in the
first position meaning an equality could be inserted to simplify the goal. We therefore reduce the synthesis problem
by means of the instantiation G = λx, y, z.(x = F (y, z)). This now reduces the constraints to
F ([X3|X2],X1) = F (X2, [X3|X1]) (33)
X1 = rev(F ([],X1)) (34)
Xa = F (Xa, []) (35)
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4.3.2. Basic Function and Predicate Definitions
In order to generate terms, and evaluate expressions using them, we must specify a set of functions over which
to search, and define their semantics through definitions. We do this by equating functions defined within the the
VCs to functions defined in ML. For example the function rev in the VCs above, corresponds to the ML list function
reverse. For lists we use the following base set of functions in order to generate terms:
λx, y.rev(x, y) : list(int)→ list(int) λx, y.[x|y] : int × list(int)→ list(int)
λx, y.app(x, y) : list(int) × list(int)→ list(int) [] : list(int) λx, y. x : σ × τ→ σ λx, y. y : σ × τ→ τ
Here the types are used so that ground instances of terms can be created as described below in §4.3.4, and σ, τ are
arbitrary types. We use integer lists for ease of computational representation.
4.3.3. Generation
Firstly we determine the type of F by analysing its position within other functions and how it is applied. In this
case, we can see that both arguments are lists and the output type is list. Moreover the type of the elements of the list
are the same, and since the the arguments to F are lists we do not include λx, y.[x|y] in the search.
Terms are constructed incrementally by imposing a bound on the size of the term-tree, and constructing terms of
the correct type. In order to illustrate this process let us consider the constraints given by (33), (34) and (35) and the
possible possible instantiations for F for various node sizes:
Node size 0: λx, y. [] λx, y. x λx, y. y
Node size 1: λx, y. rev(x) λx, y. rev(y) λx, y. rev([])
Node size 2: λx, y. app(x, y) λx, y. app(x, []) λx, y. app([], y) λx, y. rev(rev(x)) · · ·
Node size 3: λx, y. app(rev(y), x) λx, y. app(x, rev(x)) λx, y. rev(app(x, y)) · · ·
Once all of the terms at a certain size have been generated, they are tested using a counter-example checker as
described in the next section.
4.3.4. Testing Validity
To illustrate the counter-example checker, consider a candiadte instantiations, i.e. F = λx, y.app(rev(x), y). The
constraints become:
app(rev([X3|X2]),X1) = app(rev(X2), [X3|X1]) (36)
X1 = rev(app(rev([]),X1))
Xa = app(rev(Xa), [])
For each expression, we determine the type of each variable, and create candidate values by which to test the equality.
In the case of (36), we first determine those variables which are of integer type, i.e. X3, and those of type list, i.e. X2
and X1. We try 0 for X3 and the list [1, 2, 3] for X2 and [4, 5, 6] for X1. Similarly we allocate ground lists in the other
equalities. We evaluate the equalities using existing ML functions for lists. The constraints above become:
app(rev([0|[1, 2, 3]]), [4, 5, 6]) = app(rev([1, 2, 3]), [0|[4, 5, 6]]) −→ [3, 2, 1, 0, 4, 5, 6] = [3, 2, 1, 0, 4, 5, 6] 4
[1, 2, 3] = rev(app(rev([]), [1, 2, 3])) −→ [1, 2, 3] = [3, 2, 1] 7
[1, 2, 3] = app(rev([1, 2, 3]), []) −→ [1, 2, 3] = [3, 2, 1] 7
Thus we can rule out the candidate instantiation for F given above as it invalidates two of the constraints.
4.3.5. Proof of Correctness
Once an instantiation for F without a counter-example has been found, the constraints are sent to an inductive
theorem prover to attempt to find a proof. An example of a correct instantiation here is F = λx, y.app(rev(y), x). The
resulting functional constraints are provable and gives the final instantiation for G in (30) to be:
G ≡ λx, y, z. (x = app(rev(z), y)).
This now describes the functional part of the loop invariant, free of schematic variables.
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4.4. Synthesis of Missing Preconditions
In addition to the generation of invariants, our technique also provides automatic guidance when precondition
strengthening is required in order to complete a verification. It should be noted of course, unlike invariant generation,
the programmer must ultimately decide whether or not an automatically generated precondition is acceptable.
To illustrate how the technique works, consider the following refined version of the split-pair example:
{(∃a. data lseg(a, i, null) ∧ a0 = a)}
j = i->tl; i->tl = null;
{(∃b, c. data lseg(b, i, null) ∗ data lseg(c, j, null) ∧ α0 = app(b, c)}
Note that we have generalised the specification, and introduced an explicit functional component. The mutation
strategy applies as before – however, the proof attempt breaks down. That is, given the annotated VC:
data lseg(Xa, i −, null) `
(i 7→ F1,F2)
+ ∗ ( (i 7→ F1, null)
− −∗ (data lseg(Fb, i +, null) ∗ data lseg(Fc, X4
+
, null)) ∧ (i ↪→ F3,F4) (37)
the mutation strategy selects the unfolding of data lseg(Fb, i +, null) using (5). However, this unfolding step is only
valid if we know that i points to a non-null list, which is unprovable within the given context. This failure suggests
¬(i = null) as an additional precondition, i.e.
{(∃a. data lseg(a, i, null) ∧ a0 = a) ∧ ¬(i = null))}
j = i->tl; i->tl = null;
{(∃b, c. data lseg(b, i, null) ∗ data lseg(c, j, null) ∧ α0 = app(b, c))}
With the precondition strengthened, the mutation guided proof succeeds.
4.5. Approaches to Term Synthesis
A distinctive feature of proof planning is the flexibility it provides during proof search. For instance, middle-out
reasoning [6], a technique where meta-variables are used to delay choice during the search for a proof. In middle-out
reasoning proof search is used to directly guide the instantiation of meta-variables. An alternative approach is term
synthesis which is described above, as implemented in the CORE Planner. Existing systems for term synthesis exist
as extension to Isabelle – these are IsaCoSy [15] and IsaScheme [23].
The IsaCoSy system generates irreducible terms and is designed to generate appropriate background theories
for conjectures, and has also been used to generate lemmas for certain problems. The IsaScheme system differs from
IsaCoSy in that it uses the use of schemes [4] to specify the shape of a theorem. It then uses counter-example checking
to eliminate false conjectures and tries to prove any remaining. We have implemented a link to the IsaScheme system,
which is capable of synthesising correct invariants, but requires the shape of the expected invariant as a user-input.
We cannot thus claim that this is automatic, and it is prohibitively slow on larger examples. However, the approach
given in both IsaCoSy and IsaScheme is a more general notion of term synthesis and not tailored to the problem of
finding loop invariants as out system is. We discuss this more in §8.6.
5. Implementation
A prototype system, called the CORE system, has been implemented which supports the reasoning technique
described in the previous sections. Although the system is independent on the underlying programming language
which the verification conditions are derived, we have provided support for a bytecode similar to Java bytecode —
which enables the use a verification condition generator (VCG) which has been verified in the Coq theorem prover
[1]. Moreover, we have implemented a translator from the syntax used by Smallfoot [2], which is an automatic tool
for lightweight (separation logic) shape properties, extended with functional assertion properties. The complete tool-
chain is shown in Figure 6. The rest of this section will focus on the planner, which implements the mutation and heap
equivalence strategies, described in §3.1 and §3.2, and is at the heart of the system. For more details about the rest of
the tool chain is found in [18].
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Boxes with thin lines are external programs, and have not been developed as part of this paper. This tool accepts
an extended Smallfoot program as input, which we call sf +. ‖ − ‖ is then used to translate sf + into bytecode, which
the VCG can generate the VCs used by the CORE planner. b − c is used to filter sf + into proper Smallfoot syntax
to enable Smallfoot’s frame invariant capability – while ‖ − ‖ is used again to translate the resulting frame invariant
into the bytecode notation used by the CORE planner. The internal abstract syntax tree (AST) is used to animate the
behaviour of a given program for debugging purposes. The CORE planner produces functional VCs (FVCs), which
are given to IsaPlanner [11] – which contains significant automation to prove these types of VCs. It also generates
a tactic, which can be checked using a tactic based theorem prover which has an embedding of separation logic
(although this is not yet implemented). Note that the stored methods are called plan specifications (planspec).
Figure 6: The tool chain of the CORE system
The mutation and heap equivalence strategies are encoded using a light weight proof planner [5]. This allows us to
reason about the structure of proofs at an abstract level. The motivation for using a planner is that general patterns of
reasoning, such as mutation and heap equivalences, can be encapsulated and combined to make a plan for the proof.
A specification of a reasoning pattern such as mutation is called a plan specification, and the result of applying the
planner to a plan specification with some given goals is a proof plan. This differs from using tactics in an automated
theorem prover because we are able to separate the notions of search and soundness. A key advantage of working
at such high-level is that small modification to a plan specification can be handled by a critics mechanism, which
provides patches to the deviation by manipulating the proof plan.
The proof process will necessarily introduce search. Moreover, each (OR) branch may include many (AND) goals,
thus we need to incorporate both AND and OR choices. This is encoded by a GoalTree in the planner, and the key
components are:
GoalTree := {score :: Int,
status :: {(Success,tactic),(Failure,failure type),Empty},
vcs :: [Formula],
children :: [GoalTree], · · ·}
Here, vcs are the list of goals that has to be proven for this branch, thus describing the AND branching – while
children contains the possible OR branches. Each child element is a different GoalTree, and provides a continuation
for the branch. The status field indicates if the node has been processed and whether or not it succeeded, with the
details described below. The score is used for heuristic search.
The planner receives a list of verification conditions (VCs), and from this, the following initial data-structure is
created:
{score = 0, status = Empty, vcs = VCs′, children = [], · · ·} (38)
Planning is achieved by applying a method to a GoalTree, and the planner works on the full tree so the root node
is always given. This is particularly important for the critic mechanism discussed below. In addition to the tree, a
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method takes a list of positions, which shows which nodes to work on and in which order. Moreover, the result of
applying a method would be set of new children nodes to explore. The order of these depends on the search strategy
used, thus the method also take a search strategy as input. The result is a new list of positions and a new goal tree.
Written in a curried form, the type of a method becomes:
method :: SearchStrategy→ [Pos]→ GoalTree→ [Pos] × GoalTree
The planner is thus abstracted over search strategies, and we have currently implemented: depth-first, heuristic depth-
first, iterative deepending, breadth first and best first. The method will have a set of preconditions which has to be
fulfilled before it is applied, and these are tried in the order specified by the list of positions in the tree. When they hold
for a node, the first element of the vcs is typically selected, and from these a new set of (possible) continuations are
computed, which becomes the children nodes of this node. If successful, a tactic foo tactic for this step is generated,
which can then be applied by a given (tactical) theorem prover. For example, this method applied to (38) will return
the new goal tree:
{score = 0, status = (Success,foo tactic), vcs = VCs′, children = continuations, · · ·}
where the changes has been underlined. In addition, the position of (38) is removed and the positions of the continu-
ations is added to the list, in an order depending on the search strategy. For example, if depth-first search was used,
then they will be put in the front of this list in the same order as the children are.
The primary reason for choosing a planning approach, is that we can express the structure and reasoning patterns
which are common to certain types of proof. Critics allow variations of an anticipated general structure when modifi-
cations must be made, by applying patches to the failures. In order to facilitate this sort of behaviour it is necessary to
be able to manipulate the goal tree in such a way as to modify goals in previous nodes, including possibly the initial
node. A typical example of a critic firing is when a missing precondition is detected. A goal is reached which cannot
be discharged, for example a condition that a variable be non-null, as illustrated in §4.4. The planner then inserts
this inequality into the original VCs as if it were written in the precondition of the code in question, and the proof is
reattempted.
A critic has the following type
critic :: failure type→ GoalTree→ [Pos]→ GoalTree × [Pos] × method
It behaves similar to a method, however the additional failure type input is used to guide the application, while it also
return a method which should be applied next. However, the practical use is very different. As illustrated above a
critic can change the complete goal tree. For example, it can change the initial goal of the root node as the illustration
showed. A method on the other hand, typically explore only the nodes that have not been explored the before (the leaf
nodes). In our proof planner, a critic is always used by the patch meth methodical:
patch meth :: critic→ method→ method
Here, the application
patch meth critic method searchf pos goalt
first applies the method:
(pos′, goalt′)← method searchf pos goalt.
If the first position of pos’ points to a failure node in goalt’, i.e. a tree node of the form {· · ·, status = (Failure,
failure type), · · · }, then the critic is applied
(pos′′, goalt′′,method′)← critic failure type pos’ goalt’.
And the returned method is applied to the resulting goal tree, meaning that the return value of path meth becomes:
method’ searchf pos” goalt”.
If the original application was not a failure node, then (pos′, goalt′) is returned.
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The main strategies in the CORE system is the mutation strategy followed by the heap equivalence strategy.
As shown in Figure 2, these are applied repeatedly in a sequential order starting with mutation. This form a plan
specification:
repeat meth (mutation meth then meth heap equiv meth)
where repeat meth and then meth, are a so-called methodicals which are used to compose methods. Here, re-
peat meth applies the given method until its preconditions fails, while then meth sequentially composes two meth-
ods. mutation meth and heap equiv meth is defined as follows:
mutation meth is another compound method which repeatedly applies its subcomponents in sequence:
repeat meth( heaplet analysis meth then meth attraction meth then meth cancellation meth)
heaplet analysis meth is a method for analysing a heap, and choosing matching heaplets from before and after
a −∗ symbol, decomposing structure if necessary. As described for pointer heaplets, heaplet analysis is
implemented via a scoring mechanism, and selects complementary heaplets which are more concretely
similar – that is, require less instantiation. If the frame inferred is a heaplet i 7→ , j for example, and no
heaplet exists with i as the pointer, then this motivates a decomposition to create a heaplet pointed to by i.
Prior to the elimination of all −∗ symbols, heaplet analysis considers heaplets, but in general it can also
consider structures such as linked lists. Heap equivalence, as described in §3.2 ensures that these structures
are existential free, and so no search is required.
attraction meth is a method which calculates the rewrites necessary to allow cancellation to take place.
cancellation meth is a method which applies rule (7), thus cancelling one instance of a −∗ symbol.
heap equiv meth is also a compound method which repeatedly applies its subcomponents in sequence:
repeat meth (vc selection meth then meth shape match meth then meth decomposition meth)
vc selection meth is a method which picks the next VC for analysis, according to the chosen search strategy.
shape match meth is a method which determines if two heaps are equivalent, and returns positions where
structures can be rewritten to emp if possible.
decomposition meth is a method which applies the most general decomposition possible to the heap with fewer
heaplets, or in the worst case, it returns all possible decompositions of both heaps.
Heaplet analysis is a very hard problem, with a large search space. The techniques we have developed reduce the
search space and are heuristically guided to search up to a given depth as described in §3. In certain circumtances, we
can exploit existing technologies to reduce this search space. For example, integration with program analysis tools
such as Smallfoot provides a frame analysis, which provides the shape of the frame invariant required, as discussed
in §3.4. Although, we have argued for the generality working backwards provides, this extension also illustrates
advantages by combining forwards and backwards reasoning.
6. Experimental Results
In this section we describe the experiments we have undertaken with the CORE system. Our evaluation method-
ology is to create a small development set of examples on which to build the system and create a test set on which
to test the generality of our methods and plans. All the programs used in our experiments (see tables below) can be
accessed via:
http://www.macs.hw.ac.uk/~eahm2/core/Examples.html
The search strategy chosen is heuristic depth first. We choose this since we believe the mutation strategy cuts down
the search space enough to justify not using breadth first, where the proofs would be considerably slower and larger.
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6.1. Measurements
In what follows we use the following abbreviation for table headings and data:
PN Program Name.
PT Program Type (S: Straight Line Code; F: Includes Function Call;
R: Recursive; I: Iterative).
MA Mutation Application (H: Decomposition of a Linked List via the Head element;
M: Decomposition of a Linked List via a Middle element;
T: Decomposition of a Linked List via the Tail element).
BP Number of Branch Points.
T/s Time in seconds3.
SI Suggested Invariant.
PF Whether a proof was found in IsaPlanner.
6.2. Verification
In the case of verification, all programs are fully annotated and a proof of the validity of the annotations is sought.
6.2.1. Development set
We constructed a set of programs, all correct and annotated correctly for the development set. These were taken
from the Smallfoot corpus, and some slightly modified versions of text book programs. All of the proofs succeeded
and were completed automatically. Table 1 shows the size of each proof, and the number of branch points explored
during proof search.
PN PT MA BP T/sH M T
split list S 4 0 1
copylist R 4 4 0 5
list reverse I 4 0 6
list traverse I 4 4 0 3
list insert rec R 4 4 4 1 18
list length I 4 4 0 4
list append I 4 4 4 0 8
list remove R 4 4 4 0 6
push S 4 0 3
enqueue F 4 0 3
pop dequeue S 4 0 2
Table 1: Development set verification results using the CORE system. PN: Program Name, PT: Program Type, MA: Mutation Applications (H:
Head; M: Middle; T: Tail), BP: Number of Branch Points, T/s:Time in seconds.
6.2.2. Test set
The test set we created is composed of more examples from Smallfoot and some other created by hand. All
specifications and code were complete and correct, including invariants. Results are shown in Table 2. Here, timings
marked with a ∗ indicate that interaction was required in order to complete the proof – this is explained further in §6.5.
The timing in this case only refers to the automatic parts of the proof.
3All experiments were performed on a Toshiba TECRA A9 with 800MHz and 1GB RAM running Ubuntu 10.04.
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PN PT MA BP T/sH M T
double list R 4 4 0 5
list copy I 4 4 1 18
list traverse R 4 4 0 4
list deallocate rec R 4 4 0 4
list deallocate I 4 4 0 5
list min R 4 4 0 22∗
list append rec R 4 4 4 0 12
list reverse rec R 4 4 0 8
list replace last R 4 4 0 7
list rotate IF 4 4 0 8
sortlist RF 4 4 4 1 38∗
circular F 4 4 0 8
Table 2: Test set verification results using the CORE system. PN: Program Name, PT: Program Type, MA: Mutation Applications (H: Head; M:
Middle; T: Tail), BP: Number of Branch Points, T/s:Time in seconds.
6.3. Synthesis
In this section we follow the same methodology as that for verification, and create a development and test set.
For synthesis the functional parts of the loop invariants and frame invariants were left as unknown higher-order meta-
variables and instantiated via the term-synthesis machinery described in section §4.3.
6.3.1. Development Set
Table 3 records the invariants found by the CORE system. In the case of iterative code this was the functional part
of a loop invariant, and in the case of recursive code it was the functional part of the frame invariant.
PN PT SI
copylist R λa, ah, atl.a = [ah|atl]
list reverse I λa, α, β.a = app(rev(β), α)
list traverse I λa, α, β.a = app(α, β)
list insert rec R λa, α, β.a = [ah|atl]
list length I λa, x, α, β.a = app(α, beta) ∧ x = length(alpha)
list append I λh, a, α, β.a = app(α, [h|β])
list remove R λa, α, β.a = app(α, β)
Table 3: Synthesis results for the development set. PN: Program Name, PT: Program Type (R: Recursive; I: Iterative), SI: Suggested Invariant.
6.3.2. Test Set
Table 4 records the suggested invariant, and whether this was provable in IsaPlanner.
6.4. Corrected Specifications
When attempting to discharge trivial goals, a critic is attached which suggests missing preconditions, or missing
parts of an invariant. Table 5 shows the programs where this critic fired, suggesting a missing part of an annotation.
6.5. Evaluation
We have noted which types of mutation apply and how many branch points appeared in the proof. A branch point
indicates that the best path calculated by mutation was not the one which eventually led to a proof. Branching points
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PN PT PF SI
double list R 4 λa, ah, atl. a = [ah|atl]
list copy I 4 λa, d1, cd, d2. a = app(d1, cons(cd, d2))
list traverse R 4 λa, ah, atl. a = [ah|atl]
list deallocate rec R 4 λa, ah, atl. a = [ah|atl]
list deallocate I 4 true
list min R 4 (λa,m, atl. a = [m|atl] ∧ m < min)∗
list append rec R 4 λa, ah, atl. a = [ah|atl]
list reverse rec R 4 λa, ah, atl. a = [ah|atl]
list replace last R 4 λa, ah, atl. a = [ah|atl]
list rotate IF 4 λα, a, c. α = rotate(a, c)
sortlist RF 4 λa, atl, jh. jh = min(a) ∧ atl = delete(min(a), a)
Table 4: Synthesis results for the test set.PN: Program Name, PT: Program Type (F: Includes Function Call; R: Recursive; I: Iterative), PF: Proof
Found in IsaPlanner, SI: Suggested Invariant.
PN PT IL Annotation Addition
split list S P i != NULL
list append I I m != x
list rotate IF I i != j
pop dequeue S P r != tf
Table 5: Programs where missing annotation was discovered. PN: Program Name, PT: Program Type (S: Straight Line Code;F: Includes Function
Call; I: Iterative), IL: Invariant Location (P: Annotation missing in precondition; I: Annotation missing in loop invariant)
are typically zero, indicating that the mutation strategy performed very well. In the case where a wrong path was
taken, the mutation strategy terminated due to the discovery of an ill-formed term, such as x
next7→ x.
We see that mutation chose the wrong expansion in three proofs, and that in all proofs expansion of a linked
list segment from the the head was required. In many cases expansion via the tail or from the middle was required.
Mutation as a general technique worked well, but the scoring could be refined so that no branch points appear.
7. Related Work
The work builds upon previous work as described in [19, 20, 21], and the motivation for developing mutation
analysis for separation logic came from ideas set out in [7]. Here we discuss the relevance to significant other work,
some of which has influenced our own approach as well as our future plans.
7.1. The Smallfoot Family
Smallfoot [2] uses symbolic analysis to prove shape properties about pointer programs. The Smallfoot results
provided us with a set of benchmark programs, and established a standard for other programs to follow in exploiting
separation logic.
SmallfootRG [31] extends the original Smallfoot work, by inferring some loop invariants and introducing rules for
dealing with the −∗ symbol. Space Invader [9] extends the ideas of Smallfoot yet further by determining annotations
for unannotated programs.
7.2. Separation Logic in Coq
[24] extends the treatment of −∗ and classical implication by using the native types of the Coq theorem prover. It
verifies the fast congruence closure algorithm of Nieuwenhuis and Oliveras, which requires a sophisticated treatment
of function within separation logic. This work uses the principle of relection to allow equational reasoning about
heaps. It is not clear from this work how much automation is achieved, but lemmas are included within the proofs.
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Unlike the work presented here, this research does not attempt to achieve automatic annotation of unknown speci-
fications such as loop-invariants. Other work by the same author [30] extends the treatment of separation logic to
concurrent algorithms, and is capable of proving thread safety properties.
[22] presents several effective proof techniques for reasoning about the heap, given the verification conditions
generated in Coq of the Cminor programming language. The proof techniques presented here are exploited in an
interactive proof of a garbage collector written in Cminor.
7.3. jStar
jStar [10] targets the verification of Java programs, and in particular the use of object orientation. It is designed
to be highly customisable, and is implemented within eclipse, making it easy to use and a powerful verification
development tool. It makes use of abstract interpretation for the generation of loop invariants. To our knowledge it
does not compute fully functional invariants, and requires lemmas in order to perform the decomposition steps which
we perform automatically.
7.4. The HIP System
Related to Smallfoot is the HIP system [25], which is also based upon separation logic. In addition to shape,
HIP verifies properties such as the length and height of data structures. More recently, the developers of HIP have
worked on verifying safety properties for recursive pointer programs that have unknown calls [16]. Techniques from
abduction are employed to generate auxiliary specifications. This work was partly influenced by ideas on bi-abduction
developed by the Smallfoot team [8].
7.5. HOLfoot
HOLfoot [29] formalises Smallfoot in HOL [14], and extends it with data assertions. HOLfoot is able to automat-
ically verify the majority of the original Smallfoot corpus, along with many others. While no invariant generation is
supported by HOLfoot, it does include a modified Hoare rule for loops which simplifies certain kinds of loop invariant
proofs. We envisage using HOLfoot in the future as an object level proof checker for the CORE system.
7.6. C Memory Model
In [3] automatic proofs of C programs are performed by including an SMT solver and a separation logic prover.
This work faithfully represents the C memory model and aims to be fully automatic. Our circular example is similar
to queue examples they have automated. However, while we have focused on functional correctness, they have been
more concerned with memory safety.
8. Discussion and Future Work
Below we discuss some of the issues that have arisen during the development of the CORE system. Moreover, we
outline how these issues have helped to shape our plans for future work.
8.1. Successes of Mutation
We have observed that the mutation strategy works well for programs involving linked lists, but also we utilise it
to mimic passing variables by reference in the byte code. In some Smallfoot+programs, such as list remove, two
variables are passed in by reference. The way we solve this is to create a record with the returned values, as described
in §5 where [s0 x7→ x1] means that the projection of element x of record s0 is x1. Since the labels to the pointers
are variables, and not labels specific to linked list manipulation, mutation automatically cancels relevant pointer cells
from this procedure, without introducing any extra search into the rest of the proof.
8.2. Interdependence of Functional and Shape
In Smallfoot no reference is made in the specifications to the functional aspects of the program. In fact it is possible
to use information from the functional parts of the specification to prove properties about shape, and vice-versa. We
give three examples where this interdependence exhibits itself.
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8.2.1. Inference of Inequalities
As an example, the program double list, produces one verification condition which has goal
i , null ∧ data lseg(a, i, null)
· · · −∗(∀x1. · · · −∗ (data lseg(a, i, null) ∗ data lseg(map(λx. double(x), a), x1, null))))
here we can deduce immediately that a , []. If we can prove that
a , []→ map(λx. (double(x), a) , [])
then we can also assert that x1 , null which allows us to expand the conclusion.
8.2.2. Use of Frame Inference
As mentioned above, we rely on Smallfoot to provide frame invariants. In the case of double list, this is (i
next7→ it)
which directs us to expand the head of the term data lseg(a, i, null). This in turn creates existential quantifiers which
contributes to finding the functional part of a frame invariant. Recall from §3 that the shape of VCs in the context of
recursion take the form:
P ` P′ ∗ (Q′ −∗Q′′)
where R is the frame invariant. Since we are given the shape part of R by Smallfoot, we can use mutation analysis to
analyse the VC
R ∗ Q′ ` Q′′
in order to calculate how Q′′ should be expanded. This shows how information from Smallfoot and our mutation
analysis achieve proofs within a recursive setting.
8.2.3. Necessity of Function
In some examples the functional part of the specification is necessary to prove a VC. For example, the program
list remove has precondition:
data lseg(a; l; null) ∧ mem(x, a) ∧ l , null
In this case we add the condition l , null so that Smallfoot can prove the VC. In fact the functional part, i.e. mem(x, a),
ensures that a is not null, and that the variable x will be found. This implies that some of the code is redundant, i.e. it
is included so as to support Smallfoot’s analysis.
8.3. Precondition Generation
By exploiting our work on inserting meta-predicates, it is possible to generate valid preconditions and postcondi-
tions. This is challenging future work which would potentially reduce the burden of hand-crafting assertions.
8.4. Inductive Data Structure Decomposition
In this paper we have shown how our proof strategy can be applied to linked lists in order to extract functional
content. We believe that the strategy can be generalised to other inductively defined data structures. We have already
investigated some examples of binary trees, using the following definition:
data tree(t0, X) ↔ emp ∧ X = null
data tree(t(H,D1,D2), X) ↔ (∃l, r. (X 7→ H, l, r) ∗ data tree(D1, l) ∗ data tree(D2, r)
where the tree representation for the functional content is defined as
tree ::= | t0
| t(int, tree, tree)
To illustrate the application of data tree, consider the following program fragment which isolates the left branch of a
binary tree:
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{data tree(t(1, t(2, t0, t0), t(3, t0, t0)), i)}
j = i->l; i->l = null;
{data tree(t(2, t0, t0), j) ∗ data tree(t(1, t0, t(3, t0, t0)), i)}
The above specification gives rise to the following VC:
data tree(t(1, t(2, t0, t0), t(3, t0, t0)), i
−
) `
(i 7→ F1,F2,F3)
+ ∗ ( (i 7→ F1, null,F3)
− −∗
data tree(t(2, t0, t0), F5
+
) ∗ data tree(t(1, t(3, t0, t0), t0), i +) ∧ (i ↪→ F4,F5,F6)
+
Note that mutation is applicable, and the same potential and ground matches for heaplets and associated anti-heaplets.
At present the mutation strategy is defined for linked lists and binary trees, but a challenging extension would be to
extend it for arbitrary inductively defined data types.
8.5. Soundness
The overall CORE system integrates many tools so soundness of the overall approach is therefore a key issue. Due
to recent improvement of automatic reasoners (like SMT solvers), the issue of soundness when integrating reasoning
engines has attracted much interest recently4.
Our system uses a VCG which has been verified in Coq. Hence, we can trust that it is correct. The bytecode
translation ‖ − ‖ follows standard byte-code compilation, however this could be strengthen by at least a semi-formal
justification of correctness. In particular, this is the case for the translation of assertions.
Smallfoot is incorporated in order to help discover frame invariants. However, no trust is given to the result, thus
we do not rely on its correctness. This does not mean that we do not believe that Smallfoot is correct – however, it
does mean that we do not need any formal guarantees of the shape filter b − c.
As we have previously discussed, the proof plans can be verified by running the generated tactic through an
external theorem prover – and this is planned future work. Once completed, our trusted kernel is then reduced to the
kernel of this theorem prover, the Coq system and the translator. For these reasons we argue that the abstract proof
planning level provide a good abstraction for such integration, since it does reduce the trustfulness of the system.
8.6. Experiments on Term Synthesis
An extension to the implementation so far on term synthesis is to evaluate the different methodologies for gener-
ating lemmas. So far we have experimented our own system and with IsaScheme. In both systems a certain tailoring
of the synthesis machinery is required to achieve a result within a reasonable amount of time. In our case we supply a
small finite list of function symbols and a depth-bound. Moreover the counter-example checker is a generate and test
system explicitly written for the datatypes about which we expect to reason – in this case lists.
In the case of IsaScheme, a more general notion of datatype is available and the system can reason using arbitrary
functions defined in Isabelle. However, the scheme based approach means that an expected shape must be given of
the scheme. For example in our running example reversing a list, we must state we expect the form of the invariant to
be:
λx, y.F (y,G(y))
where F corresponds to that of §4.3.5. This needs to be quite prescriptive in order to yield a result in a reasonable
time.
We have not experimented with integrated IsaCoSy into the system, but feel that a fruitful future avenue of research
would be to perform a comparison of the efficacy of these systems for problems such as invariant generation.
4E.g. see Workshop on Trusted Extensions of Interactive Theorem Provers, Cambridge, UK, August, 2010. http://www.cs.utexas.edu/
~kaufmann/itp-trusted-extensions-aug-2010/
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9. Conclusion
Building upon separation logic, we have developed a tightly integrated tool chain for automating the functional
verification of pointer programs. We have specifically targeted iterative and recursive code, providing automatic
synthesis and verification of loop and frame invariants respectively. Central to our contribution are (i) the mutation and
heap equivalence plan specifications which guides proof search within separation logic; (ii) a term synthesis technique
which provides a uniform basis for generating loop and frame invariants and (iii) an approach which generalises to
other substructural logics thanks to the use of a weakest precondition analysis, allowing the reasoning to take place
indepently of a programming language. In addition, we have shown how proof-failure analysis can be used to generate
missing preconditions for a program specification. The tool chain has been tested on a wide range of examples and
has delivered encouraging results.
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